Introduction {#sec1-2470547017692328}
============

We use the word "stress" frequently in everyday discourse, and yet the meaning is ambiguous, since the word refers to many experiences in life that are sometimes beneficial or other times negative and even traumatic, but often reflect the daily "grind" of our lives as in feeling "stressed out." The common definition of "stress" focuses on acute challenges as in the fight-or-flight response and generally mentions mediators of only two of the interacting systems that are involved, namely, adrenalin and cortisol. And it does not mention other mediators or the role of the brain nor does it make note of the health-damaging "health" behaviors that may result from the circumstances of a person\'s life.

This review has several goals: first, to include the many body systems affected by "stress," particularly, the brain, and the multiple mediators involved and to do so in a broader discussion, centering around the concepts of allostasis and allostatic load and overload; second to discuss key mechanisms, namely, structural plasticity and remodeling of brain architecture and the role of glucocorticoids and excitatory amino acids along with other mediators; third, to put this in the context of events over the entire life course and the role of "epigenetics" which provides a basis for how the social and physical environment influences the life trajectory toward physical and mental health or disease and how interventions may redirect those trajectories in a more positive direction.

What Do We Mean by "Stress?" {#sec2-2470547017692328}
============================

What do we mean when we use the word "stress? One way of classifying it is as "good stress, tolerable stress or toxic stress" (see <http://developingchild.harvard.edu/library/reports_and_working_papers/policy_framework/>).

"Good stress" refers to the experience of rising to a challenge, taking a risk and feeling rewarded by an often positive outcome. A related term is "eustress." Good self-esteem and good impulse control and decision making capability, all functions of a healthy architecture of the brain, are important! Even adverse outcomes can be "growth experiences" for individuals with such positive, adaptive characteristics that promote resilience in the face of adversity.

"Tolerable stress" refers to those situations where bad things happen, but the individual with healthy brain architecture is able to cope, often with the support of family, friends and other individuals. These adverse outcomes can be "growth experiences" for individuals with such positive, adaptive characteristics and support systems that promote resilience. Here, "distress" refers to the uncomfortable feeling related to the nature of the stressor and the degree to which the individual feels a lack of ability to influence or control the stressor.^[@bibr1-2470547017692328][@bibr2-2470547017692328]--[@bibr3-2470547017692328]^

Finally, "toxic stress" refers to the situation in which bad things happen to an individual who has limited support and who may also have brain architecture that reflects effects of adverse early life events that have impaired the development of good impulse control and judgment and adequate self esteem. Here, the degree and/or duration of "distress" may be greater. With toxic stress, the inability to cope is likely to have adverse effects on behavior and physiology, and this will result in a higher degree of allostatic overload, as will now be explained.

Definition of Allostasis and Allostatic Load {#sec3-2470547017692328}
============================================

In a changing social and physical environment, the brain and body respond physiologically and behaviorally in order to adapt. Physiologically, the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal (HPA) axis, immune system and metabolic hormones and molecular processes within all organs, including the brain, operate non-linearly and promote adaptation via "allostasis" (achieving stability via activation of these systems). But the same mediators have biphasic effects and can also promote pathophysiology when overused or when their activity is out of balance with each other (allostatic load or overload). Adaptation and protection via allostasis and wear-and-tear on the body and brain via allostatic load/overload are the two contrasting sides of the physiology involved in responses of the individual during the challenges of daily life.

A good example of the biphasic actions of stress, i.e., "protection vs. damage," is in the immune system, in which an acute stressor activates an acquired immune response via mediation by catecholamines and glucocorticoids and locally produced immune mediators; and, yet, a chronic exposure to the same stressor over several weeks has the opposite effect and results in immune suppression.^[@bibr4-2470547017692328],[@bibr5-2470547017692328]^ Acute stress-induced immune enhancement is good for enhancing immunization, fighting an infection or repairing a wound, but it is deleterious to health for an autoimmune condition such as psoriasis or Krohn\'s disease. On the other hand, immune suppression is good in the case of an autoimmune disorder and deleterious for fighting an infection or repairing a wound. In an immune sensitive skin cancer, acute stress is effective in inhibiting tumor progression while chronic stress exacerbates progression.^[@bibr6-2470547017692328],[@bibr7-2470547017692328]^

Health-Promoting and Health Damaging Behaviors {#sec4-2470547017692328}
==============================================

The three-part terminology for "stress" described above is helpful because it recognizes that the sense of control and mindset^[@bibr8-2470547017692328]^ determines whether or not the response to experiences can have a successful outcome or may lead to allostatic overload, but the terminology ignores health damaging versus health promoting behaviors that people adopt in a stressful lifestyle, as well as factors like circadian disruption, loneliness, noise, pollution, lack of green space and crowding. Indeed, the most common stressors are ones that operate chronically, often at a low level, and that cause us to behave in certain ways. For example, being "stressed out" may cause us to be anxious and or depressed, to lose sleep at night, to eat comfort foods and take in more calories than our bodies need, and to smoke or drink alcohol excessively. Being "stressed out" may also cause us to neglect seeing friends, or to take time off from our work, or reduce our engagement in regular physical activity as we, for example, sit at a computer and try to get out from under the burden of too much to do. Often, we are tempted to take medications---anxiolytics, sleep promoting agents---to help us cope, and, with time, our bodies may increase in weight and develop other symptoms of an unhealthy lifestyle. In all of this, our brains play a central role.

Central Role of the Brain {#sec5-2470547017692328}
=========================

The brain is the organ that determines what is novel and possibly threatening and therefore "stressful" and it orchestrates the behavioral and physiological responses, whether health promoting or health damaging. And the brain is a biological organ that changes in its architecture and its molecular profile and its neurochemistry under acute and chronic stress and directs many systems of the body---metabolic, cardiovascular and immune---that are involved in the short- and long-term consequences of being "stressed out" and the consequent health-damaging behaviors.

The neural circuits in a healthy brain are remodeled by experiences to enable behavioral responses that are appropriate to what the individual is experiencing, e.g., being more vigilant and anxious in a potentially dangerous environment.^[@bibr9-2470547017692328]^ The healthy brain is resilient and neural circuitry adapts to a new situation along with underlying changes in gene expression.^[@bibr10-2470547017692328]^ The unhealthy brain may not be so plastic, or it may have maladaptive circuitry or plasticity and, as a result, is less able to adapt appropriately or likely to "get stuck." In these cases, there need be external intervention involving pharmacological agents and behavioral modification. With persistence of this condition, involving excessive activation of excitatory amino acids, potentiated by glucocorticoids, irreversible damage occurs; this is postulated to be a key step in the irreversible activation of the cascade leading to Alzheimer\'s disease involving inactivation of the adaptive insulin receptor mechanism.^[@bibr11-2470547017692328]^ In contrast, normal brain aging involves potentially reversible loss of resilience, which, for example, can be counteracted by regular physical activity.^[@bibr12-2470547017692328]^ In order to appreciate this, we now consider the diverse role of adrenal steroids and excitatory amino acids working in concert with other mediators.

Adrenal Steroid Receptors in Hippocampus {#sec6-2470547017692328}
----------------------------------------

With the discovery of glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid receptors in the hippocampal formation,^[@bibr13-2470547017692328],[@bibr14-2470547017692328]^ a brain region involved in episodic and spatial memory and mood regulation, the hippocampus became the gateway to understanding how systemic hormones affect higher brain functions. In the hippocampus, stress and glucocorticoids were first shown to cause dendritic shrinkage and loss of spines.^[@bibr15-2470547017692328]^ The rediscovery of neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus^[@bibr16-2470547017692328]^ galvanized the widespread interest in the functional role of neuronal replacement in the adult brain. It was in the hippocampus that the role of excitatory amino acids in stress effects was first recognized.^[@bibr17-2470547017692328]^ Effects of acute and chronic stress on the amygdala differ from those in the hippocampus. Acute traumatic stressors were found to cause increased spine density on basolateral amygdale (BlA) neurons and chronic stress leads to the expansion of BlA dendrites.^[@bibr18-2470547017692328]^ Yet, the medial amygdala shows a chronic stress-induced loss of spines^[@bibr19-2470547017692328]^ and shrinkage of dendrites.^[@bibr20-2470547017692328]^ These alterations are implicated in increased anxiety and in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)-like behaviors^[@bibr18-2470547017692328],[@bibr21-2470547017692328]^ as well as social avoidance as in social defeat.^[@bibr20-2470547017692328],[@bibr22-2470547017692328]^ Within the prefrontal cortex (PFC), chronic stress causes medial PFC (mPFC) neurons to show debranching and shrinkage of dendrites, whereas orbitofrontal cortical neurons expand dendrites that may be related to increased vigilance, and dendritic shrinkage is associated with cognitive rigidity.^[@bibr23-2470547017692328],[@bibr24-2470547017692328]^ The PFC under stress has provided important clues to age-related loss of resilience and impaired memory as well as effects of circadian disruption and extinction of fear memory.^[@bibr9-2470547017692328]^ These brain regions have contributed to our knowledge of cellular and molecular mechanisms and cellular processes that are now described, revealing the complex interactions among mediators, brain region specializations as well as common mediators and mechanisms.

Glucocorticoids produce effects in the brain both genomically and non-genomically via multiple sites and pathways, and they have biphasic effects in which the timing and the level of glucocorticoid response (GR) expression are critical.^[@bibr25-2470547017692328],[@bibr26-2470547017692328]^ Glucocorticoid actions via the genome involve both direct interactions with GR elements and indirect actions via tethering to other transcription factors.^[@bibr27-2470547017692328]^ Glucocorticoids also directly stimulate release of excitatory amino acids via membrane-associated receptors and they indirectly regulate both glutamate and GABA release via their ability to induce local synthesis of endocannabinoids.^[@bibr28-2470547017692328]^ Glucocorticoids also translocate GR to mitochondria where they promote Ca^++^ sequestration and regulate mitochondrial gene expression; these effects are biphasic and high glucocorticoid levels cause a failure of this mechanism and lead to increase free-radical formation.^[@bibr29-2470547017692328]^

The level of expression of glucocorticoid receptors is very important. Genetically induced overexpression of GR in forebrain leads to increased ability of mood-related behaviors and yet also confers greater responsiveness to antidepressant drugs.^[@bibr30-2470547017692328]^ Genetically induced underexpression of GR has the opposite effect.^[@bibr31-2470547017692328]^ Likewise the increased CpG methylation within the GR promotor is associated with a sluggish HPA stress response and is associated with poor maternal care in rodents and early life abuse in human suicide victims.^[@bibr32-2470547017692328],[@bibr33-2470547017692328]^

Glucocorticoid actions are biphasic, as illustrated above for mitochondria,^[@bibr29-2470547017692328]^ and timing is important. For example, in several animal models of traumatic stress-induced PTSD-like delayed anxiety and (in one model) traumatic stress induced spine synapse formation in BlA, a timed elevation of glucocorticoids prevents these effect.^[@bibr21-2470547017692328]^ Data on human PTSD support a protective role for adequate glucocorticoid levels at time of trauma.^[@bibr34-2470547017692328],[@bibr35-2470547017692328]^ Yet, repeated high dose glucocorticoids treatment mimics chronic stress and induces dendritic lengthening in BlA.^[@bibr36-2470547017692328]^

In contrast, the natural ultradian fluctuations of glucocorticoids mediate turnover of a subset of synapses in cerebral cortex and inhibiting the fluctuations with a tiny dose of dexamethasone impairs spine turnover.^[@bibr37-2470547017692328]^ Moreover, circadian changes in spine formation and removal are important for motor learning.^[@bibr38-2470547017692328]^ Finally, glucocorticoids are able to program some of the cellular circadian clocks in brain^[@bibr39-2470547017692328]^ as well as in liver^[@bibr40-2470547017692328]^ leading to dissonance between brain regions and also contributing to obesity and metabolic syndrome that is produced by chronic glucocorticoid administration.^[@bibr41-2470547017692328]^

Key Role of Excitatory Amino Acids {#sec7-2470547017692328}
==================================

Excitatory amino acids, particularly glutamate, play a key role in structural as well as functional changes in the brain since glutamate is the major excitatory transmitter, while, at the same time, excess glutamate causes damage and inflammation.^[@bibr17-2470547017692328]^ Initial studies of restraint stress which, when chronic, causes shrinkage of apical dendrites of hippocampal CA3 neurons,^[@bibr15-2470547017692328]^ showed that acute restraint stress elevates extracellular glutamate levels via a process that is blocked in adrenalectomized animals, implicating the adrenal cortex.^[@bibr42-2470547017692328]^ Indeed, corticosterone acts directly via membrane associated mineralocorticoid receptors (MR) and GR to cause glutamate release.^[@bibr26-2470547017692328],[@bibr43-2470547017692328],[@bibr44-2470547017692328]^ Blocking N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors and interfering with excitatory stimulation of ion channels blocks stress-induced dendritic remodeling, as also does blockade of adrenal steroid synthesis.^[@bibr45-2470547017692328],[@bibr46-2470547017692328]^ A stress-induced NMDA-dependent dendritic remodeling has been reported in mPFC neurons.^[@bibr47-2470547017692328]^ It is important to note that many factors are involved in dendritic remodeling including cytoskeletal depolymerization^[@bibr48-2470547017692328]^ and at least one cell nuclear pore protein^[@bibr49-2470547017692328]^ that suggests that gene expression may be involved in maintaining the dendritic tree. Excess glutamatergic activity, without adequate reuptake in the aftermath of trauma from seizures, ischemia and head trauma, leads to permanent neuronal loss by a process that is exacerbated by glucorticoids.^[@bibr50-2470547017692328]^ These relationships can be summarized in an inverted U-shaped dose and time response curve.

An unregulated overflow of glutamate appears to play a role in depressive-like behavior in animal models in which shrinkage of dendrites in the hippocampus and suppression of neurogenesis occurs that can be prevented by upregulation of the metabotrophic glutamate receptor, mGlu2, by agents such as acetyl-L-carnitine as well as histone deacetylase inhibitors, which act in a few days, and by selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors which act more slowly.^[@bibr51-2470547017692328],[@bibr52-2470547017692328]^ Chronic stress causes dendritic shrinkage not only in CA3 and dentate gyrus neurons of hippocampus but also in medial amygdala and mPFC, while dendrites in BlA and orbitofrontal cortex expand with chronic stress.^[@bibr9-2470547017692328],[@bibr17-2470547017692328],[@bibr18-2470547017692328],[@bibr20-2470547017692328],[@bibr24-2470547017692328],[@bibr53-2470547017692328]^

Unregulated glutamate overflow is also implicated in aging and dementia. During aging in the rat, treatment with riluzole, which is known to retard glutamate release and promote glutamate reuptake by astrocytes, retards aging in the hippocampus as measured by preservation of spatial memory and thin spines that are found in young hippocampal neurons.^[@bibr54-2470547017692328]^ Moreover, assessing gene expression changes associated with aging in rodents using RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq), riluzole prevented many of the hippocampal age-related gene expression changes. Moreover, a comparison of the effects of riluzole in rats against human AD data sets revealed that many of the gene changes in Alzheimer\'s Disease (AD) are reversed by riluzole.^[@bibr55-2470547017692328]^

Insulin Resistance in the Brain and Excitatory Amino Acids {#sec8-2470547017692328}
----------------------------------------------------------

The brain is, indeed, a major target of insulin as well as other metabolic hormones.^[@bibr56-2470547017692328]^ In middle-aged adults, insulin resistance is associated with disrupted memory and executive function, and corresponding metabolic decline in the mPFC, reductions in hippocampal volumes and aberrant intrinsic connectivity between the hippocampus and mPFC.^[@bibr57-2470547017692328][@bibr58-2470547017692328]--[@bibr59-2470547017692328]^ These findings are supported by recent work in animal models, in which antisense inactivation of the insulin receptor in hippocampus leads to cognitive impairment without systemic consequences,^[@bibr60-2470547017692328]^ whereas antisense inactivation of the hypothalamic insulin receptor creates systemic insulin resistance and dyslipidemia and also insulin resistance in the hippocampus along with depressive-like behavior and cognitive impairment.^[@bibr61-2470547017692328]^ Remarkably, these changes induced in hypothalamus are reversed by dietary restriction^[@bibr62-2470547017692328],[@bibr63-2470547017692328]^ indicating that the brain can be resilient.

Yet, there is at some point, a "switch" that triggers irreversible changes that lead toward amyloid beta (Abeta) toxicity and dementia.^[@bibr11-2470547017692328]^ Before this switch is triggered, synaptic NMDA receptor activation normally has an antioxidant role by suppressing FOXO1 transcription factor in hippocampus, but abnormal and excessive NMDA activation in the insulin resistant state appears to enable FOXO1 translocation to the cell nucleus leading to the generation of reactive oxygen species and possibly also activation of stress kinases, which further impairs insulin signaling.^[@bibr11-2470547017692328]^ Moreover, Abeta production is accelerated and Abeta oligomers enter into a vicious cycle leading to further damage,^[@bibr11-2470547017692328]^ and mitochondrial function declines under these conditions and contributes to the positive feedback cycle of toxicity.^[@bibr64-2470547017692328]^

With possible therapeutic potential, glucagon-like peptide (GLP-1) has insulinotrophic actions and promotes weight loss and has been shown to exert neuroprotective and anti-apoptotic effects, to reduce Abeta plaque accumulation, to modulate long-term potentiation and synaptic plasticity, and to promote differentiation of neuronal progenitor cells.^[@bibr65-2470547017692328],[@bibr66-2470547017692328]^ Behaviorally, in animal models, treatment with GLP-1 receptor agonists improve learning and memory, as well as reduce depressive-like behaviors.^[@bibr66-2470547017692328]^ Another potential intervention with a natural molecule, based on animal models, is acetyl-L-carnitine (LAC) which has not only rapid anti-depresssant-like effects, as noted above, but also has metabolic functions that rapidly reverses hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia in the FS, rat which is deficient in LAC.^[@bibr52-2470547017692328],[@bibr67-2470547017692328]^

Life course and the Epigenetics of Individual Differences {#sec9-2470547017692328}
=========================================================

Gene-environment interactions are key to how the brain develops and changes with experience, and "epigenetics" now refers to the important role of the social and physical environment in shaping the brain and body over the lifecourse.^[@bibr68-2470547017692328]^ Mechanistically, "epigenetics" refers to events "above the genome" that regulate expression of genetic information without altering the DNA sequence. Besides the CpG methylation described above, other mechanisms include histone modifications that repress or activate chromatin unfolding^[@bibr69-2470547017692328]^ and the actions of non-coding RNA\'s,^[@bibr70-2470547017692328]^ as well as transposons and retrotransposons^[@bibr71-2470547017692328]^ and RNA editing.^[@bibr72-2470547017692328]^ Much of what is described earlier in this review involves epigenetic mechanisms at a cellular and molecular level. Now we turn to a more integrative view of epigenetics in the animal and human world that lead to trajectories of experience-dependent adaptation or maladaptation, which then will lead to a discussion of possible interventions.

The individual traits that allow these adaptive or maladaptive outcomes depend upon the unique neurological capacity of each individual, which is built upon experiences in the life course, particularly those early in life.^[@bibr68-2470547017692328]^ These influences can result in healthy or unhealthy brain architecture and in epigenetic regulation that either promotes or fails to promote gene expression responses to new challenges. Genetically similar or identical individuals differ in many ways ranging from length of dendrites in the prefrontal cortex^[@bibr73-2470547017692328]^ to differences in MR levels in hippocampus,^[@bibr74-2470547017692328]^ locomotor activity and neurogenesis rates,^[@bibr75-2470547017692328]^ and the influences that lead to those differences begin early in life. For example, identical twins diverge over the life course in patterns of CpG methylation of their DNA reflecting the influence of "non-shared" experiences.^[@bibr76-2470547017692328]^

Early-life events related to maternal care in animals, as well as parental care in humans, play a powerful role in later mental and physical health, as demonstrated by the adverse childhood experiences (ACE) studies,^[@bibr77-2470547017692328]^ and recent work that will be noted below. Animal models have contributed enormously to our understanding of how the brain and body are affected, starting with the "neonatal handling" studies of Levine and Denenberg^[@bibr78-2470547017692328]^ and the more recent, elegant work of Meaney, Syzf and colleagues^[@bibr79-2470547017692328]^ involving methylation of CpG residues in DNA. Such epigenetic, transgenerational effects transmitted by maternal care are central to these findings and may underlie the finding that an anxiety-like phenotype detected in adolescence predicts not only a consistent anxiety phenotype but also a shorter lifespan.^[@bibr80-2470547017692328],[@bibr81-2470547017692328]^

Besides the amount of maternal care, the consistency over time of that care and the exposure to novelty are also very important not only in rodents^[@bibr82-2470547017692328],[@bibr83-2470547017692328]^ but also in monkey models.^[@bibr84-2470547017692328]^ Prenatal stress impairs hippocampal development in rats, as does stress in adolescence.^[@bibr85-2470547017692328]^ Insufficient maternal care in rodents (e.g., Rice et al.^[@bibr86-2470547017692328]^) and the surprising attachment shown by infant rats to their less-attentive mothers appears to involve an immature amygdale,^[@bibr87-2470547017692328]^ activation of which by glucocorticoids causes an aversive conditioning response to emerge. Maternal anxiety in the variable foraging demand model in rhesus monkeys leads to chronic anxiety in the offspring, as well as signs of metabolic syndrome.^[@bibr88-2470547017692328],[@bibr89-2470547017692328]^

Besides the important role of the social and physical environment and experiences of individuals in the health outcomes, genetic factors also play an important role. Different alleles of commonly occurring genes determine how individuals will respond to experiences. For example, the short form of the serotonin transporter is associated with a number of conditions such as alcoholism, and individuals who have this allele are more vulnerable to respond to stressful experiences by developing depressive illness.^[@bibr90-2470547017692328],[@bibr91-2470547017692328]^ In childhood, individuals with an allele of the monoamine oxidase A gene are more vulnerable to abuse in childhood and more likely themselves to become abusers and to show antisocial behaviors compared to individuals with another commonly occurring allele.^[@bibr92-2470547017692328]^ Nevertheless, in a positive, nurturing environment, as formulated by Suomi and by Tom Boyce and colleagues,^[@bibr93-2470547017692328][@bibr94-2470547017692328]--[@bibr95-2470547017692328]^ these same alleles may lead to successful outcomes, which has led them to be called "reactive or context-sensitive alleles" rather than "bad genes."

Sex Differences in the Brain {#sec10-2470547017692328}
============================

Female rodents do not show the same pattern of neural remodeling after chronic stress as do males. The first realization of this was for the hippocampus, in which the remodeling of CA3 dendrites did not occur in females after Chronic Restraint Stress (CRS), even though all the measures of stress hormones indicated that the females were experiencing that aspect of stress as much as males.^[@bibr96-2470547017692328]^ Females and males also differ in the cognitive consequences of repeated stress, with males showing impairment of hippocampal dependent memory, whereas females do not.^[@bibr97-2470547017692328][@bibr98-2470547017692328]--[@bibr99-2470547017692328]^ In contrast, acute tail shock stress during classical eyeblink conditioning improves performance in males, but suppresses it in females^[@bibr100-2470547017692328]^ by mechanisms influenced by gonadal hormones in development and in adult life.^[@bibr101-2470547017692328],[@bibr102-2470547017692328]^ However, giving male and female rats control over the shock abolishes both the stress effects and the sex differences.^[@bibr103-2470547017692328]^ These findings suggest that sex differences involve brain systems that mediate how males and females interpret stressful stimuli and that a sense of control is paramount to coping with those stimuli.

Female rats fail to show the mPFC dendritic remodeling seen in males after CRS in those neurons that do not project to amygdala. Instead, they show an expansion of the dendritic tree in the subset of neurons that project to the basolateral amygala.^[@bibr104-2470547017692328]^ Moreover, ovariectomy prevented these CRS effects on dendritic length and branching. Furthermore, estradiol treatment of ovariectomized (OVX) females increased spine density in mPFC neurons, irrespective of where they were projecting.^[@bibr104-2470547017692328]^

Taken together with the fact that estrogen, as well as androgen, effects are widespread in the central nervous system, these findings indicate that there are likely to be many more examples of sex × stress interactions related to many brain regions and multiple functions, as well as developmentally programmed sex differences that affect how the brain responds to stress, e.g., in the locus ceruleus.^[@bibr105-2470547017692328],[@bibr106-2470547017692328]^ Clearly, the impact of sex and sex differences has undergone a revolution and much more is to come,^[@bibr107-2470547017692328][@bibr108-2470547017692328][@bibr109-2470547017692328][@bibr110-2470547017692328]--[@bibr111-2470547017692328]^ including insights into X and Y chromosome contributions to brain sex differences.^[@bibr112-2470547017692328]^ In men and women, neural activation patterns to the same tasks are quite different between the sexes even when performance is similar.^[@bibr113-2470547017692328]^ This leads to the concept that men and women often use different strategies to approach and deal with issues in their daily lives, in part because of the subtle differences in brain architecture. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of gene expression and epigenetic effects, the principles of what we have learned in animal models regarding plasticity, damage and resilience, are likely to apply to both males and females.

When Things Go Wrong Over the Life Course {#sec11-2470547017692328}
=========================================

ACE have a disproportionately powerful effect on life long trajectories of health and disease,^[@bibr68-2470547017692328]^ and poverty contributes in its own way as well as creating circumstances for ACE,^[@bibr114-2470547017692328]^ which, however, occurs across all levels of socioeconomic status (SES).^[@bibr77-2470547017692328]^ In studies of ACE,^[@bibr77-2470547017692328]^ there are reports of increased inflammatory tone, not only in children but also in young adults related to early life abuse, that includes chronic harsh language, as well as physical and sexual abuse^[@bibr115-2470547017692328],[@bibr116-2470547017692328]^ (see [Figure 1](#fig1-2470547017692328){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Central role of the brain in allostasis and the behavioral and physiological response to stressors. With permission from McEwen.^[@bibr117-2470547017692328]^

It should be noted that the ACE study was carried out in a middle class population,^[@bibr118-2470547017692328]^ indicating that poverty and low SES are not the only source of early life stressors. Nevertheless, low SES does increase the likelihood of stressors in the home and neighborhood, including also exposure to toxic chemical agents such as lead and air pollution,^[@bibr119-2470547017692328]^ and chaos in the home is associated with development of poor self-regulatory behaviors, as well as obesity.^[@bibr120-2470547017692328]^ Moreover, low SES children are found to be more likely to be deficient in language skills, as well as self-regulatory behaviors and also in certain types of memory that are likely to be reflections of impaired development of parasylvian gyrus language centers, prefrontal cortical systems and temporal lobe memory systems.^[@bibr121-2470547017692328],[@bibr122-2470547017692328]^ Low SES is reported to correlate with smaller hippocampal volumes,^[@bibr123-2470547017692328]^ and lower subjective SES, an important index of objective SES, is associated with reduction in prefrontal cortical gray matter.^[@bibr124-2470547017692328]^ Moreover, having grown up in lower SES environment is accompanied by greater amygdala reactivity to angry and sad faces,^[@bibr125-2470547017692328]^ which, as noted above, may be a predisposing factor for early cardiovascular disease that is known to be more prevalent at lower SES levels.^[@bibr126-2470547017692328]^ Finally, depression is often associated with low SES, and children of depressed mothers, followed longitudinally, have shown increased amygdala volume while hippocampal volume was not affected.^[@bibr127-2470547017692328]^

On the positive side, there are the "reactive alleles." Genes that in nurturing environments facilitate beneficial outcomes when compared to less reactive alleles, even though those same alleles can enhance adverse outcomes in a stressful early life environment.^[@bibr90-2470547017692328],[@bibr93-2470547017692328][@bibr94-2470547017692328]--[@bibr95-2470547017692328]^ Regarding adverse outcomes and good and bad "environments," it must be recognized that allostatic processes are adjusted via epigenetic influences to optimize the individuals adaptation to, and resulting fitness for, a particular environment, whether more or less threatening or nurturing.^[@bibr128-2470547017692328]^ Yet, there are "trade-offs" in terms of physical and mental health that, on one hand, may increase the likelihood of passing on one\'s genes by improving coping with adversity and enhancing mental health and overall reproductive success, but, on the other hand, may impair later health, e.g., by eating of "comfort foods" (e.g., Jackson et al.^[@bibr129-2470547017692328]^).

Relevance to the RDoc Framework {#sec12-2470547017692328}
===============================

Six of the units of analysis of the RDoc framework (genes, molecules, cells circuits, physiology and behavior; <https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/units/index.shtml>) are represented in this review, which focuses on how experiences over the life course can alter the circuitry that underlies the RDoc domains (negative and positive valence systems, cognitive systems, social processes and arousal and regulatory systems) and influence their function and the balance among them as they affect physiology and behavior. One deficiency of the RDoc framework, as presently formulated, is that it does not fully recognize the continuous reciprocal interactions between hormonal, metabolic and immune activity and the RDoc domains in the brain at the level of the units of analysis, particularly circuitry via cellular and molecular mechanisms. Systems biology and brain--body interactions should in the future be given a greater emphasis in RDoc, given the concepts of allostasis and allostatic load/overload and their implications for the multimorbidity of mood disorders with systemic disorders.^[@bibr130-2470547017692328]^ Type 2 diabetes and its now recognized relationship to depression and dementia^[@bibr131-2470547017692328]^ is an important example.

Conclusion: So What Can Be Done About Being "Stressed Out?" {#sec13-2470547017692328}
===========================================================

The social and physical environments "get under the skin" and shape the brain and body. Adverse experiences and environments cause problems over the life course in which there is no such thing as "reversibility" (i.e., "rolling the clock back") but rather a change in trajectory^[@bibr10-2470547017692328]^ in keeping with the original definition of epigenetics^[@bibr132-2470547017692328]^ as the emergence of characteristics not previously evident or even predictable from an earlier developmental stage. By the same token, we mean "redirection" instead of "reversibility"---in that changes in the social and physical environment on both a societal and a personal level can alter a negative trajectory in a more positive direction.^[@bibr68-2470547017692328]^ The challenge is how to do this!

The Acheson report in the United Kingdom pointed out that virtually all policies of government (as well as the private sector) are ultimately health policies---whether it is housing, education, taxation, environmental health, health care or others.^[@bibr133-2470547017692328]^ From the standpoint of policy, a major goal should be to create incentives at home and in work situations and in building community services that encourage individuals to learn tools that help them develop beneficial individual lifestyle practices. Education is essential as is providing some sense of economic security via a social safety net.

From the standpoint of the individual, a major goal should be to try to improve sleep quality and quantity, improve social support and promote a positive outlook on life, maintain a healthy diet, avoid smoking and have regular moderate physical activity. Concerning physical activity, it is not necessary to become an extreme athlete, and moderate physical activity has benefits for the brain and the body.

In order to change trajectories of mental and physical health, it is important to focus upon the use of targeted behavioral therapies along with treatments, including pharmaceutical agents, that "open up windows of plasticity" in the brain and facilitate the efficacy of the behavioral interventions.^[@bibr134-2470547017692328]^ Indeed, a major challenge throughout the life course is to find ways of redirecting future behavior and physiology in more positive and healthy directions.^[@bibr68-2470547017692328]^ This is more easily said than done, and it represents an important challenge for the future to increase "healthspan" and promote full enjoyment of life and also to reduce the financial burden of disease and disability on the individual and on society.
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